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On Power System Frequency Control in Emergency Conditions
H. Bevrani†, G. Ledwich*, J. J. Ford* and Z. Y. Dong**
Abstract – Frequency regulation in off-normal conditions has been an important problem in electric
power system design/operation and is becoming much more significant today due to the increasing size,
changing structure and complexity of interconnected power systems. Increasing economic pressures for
power system efficiency and reliability have led to a requirement for maintaining power system
frequency closer to nominal value.
This paper presents a decentralized frequency control framework using a modified low-order
frequency response model containing a proportional-integral (PI) controller. The proposed framework
is suitable for near-normal and emergency operating conditions. An H∞ control technique is applied to
achieve optimal PI parameters, and an analytic approach is used to analyse the system frequency
response for wide area operating conditions. Time-domain simulations with a multi-area power system
example show that the simulated results agree with those predicted analytically.
Keywords: frequency control, power system, robust performance, H∞, emergency condition,
frequency response

1. Introduction
Power system frequency regulation, including loadfrequency control (LFC) and automatic generation control
(AGC), is an ancillary service that plays a fundamental
role in supporting power exchanges and providing better
conditions for the electricity trading [1]. A simplified
frequency regulation mechanism is first introduced in [2],
[3], and has since evolved over several decades. There has
continued to remain interest in proposing new frequency
control approaches with improved ability to maintain
system frequency close to nominal value [4].
Following a large generation loss disturbance, a power
system’s frequency may drop quickly if the remaining
generation no longer matches the load demand. System
frequency changes in large scale power systems are a
direct result of the imbalance between the electrical load
and the power supplied by system connected generators.
Therefore, system frequency provides a useful index to
indicate the system generation and load imbalance. Any
short term energy imbalance will result in an
instantaneous change in system frequency as the
disturbance is initially offset by the kinetic energy of
rotating plant. Significant loss of generating plant without
adequate system response can produce extreme frequency
excursions outside the working range of plant. Off-normal
frequency deviations can directly impact on power system
operation, system reliability and efficiency. Large
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frequency deviations can damage equipments, degrade
load performance, overload transmission lines, and
interfere with system protection schemes. These largefrequency deviation events can ultimately lead to system
collapse [5].
Depending on the size of the frequency deviation
experienced, LFC, emergency control and natural
governor response may all be required to maintain power
system frequency. One method of characterizing
frequency deviations experienced by a power system is in
terms of the frequency deviation ranges and related
control actions shown in Table 1. The frequency variation
ranges Δf 1 , Δf 2 , Δf 3 and Δf 4 are identified in terms of
different power system operating conditions (perhaps
specified in terms of local regulations). Under normal
operation, frequency is maintained near to nominal
frequency by balancing generation and load. This is, for
small frequency deviations up to Δf 1 , these deviations can
be attenuated by the governor natural autonomous
response (primary control). A LFC system can be used to
restore area frequency if it deviates more than Δf 1 Hz. In
particular, any LFC system must be designed to maintain
the system frequency and time deviations within the limits
in specified frequency operating standards. The value
of Δf 2 is mainly determined by the available amount of
operating reserved power in the system [6].
For even larger frequency deviations and in a more
complex condition (such as Δf 3 and Δf 4 frequency
deviation events) the emergency control and protection
schemes must be used to restore the system frequency.
There is a risk that these large frequency deviation events
might be followed by additional generation events,
load/network events, separation events or multiple
contingency events.
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The frequency operating standards could be different
from network to network. For example in Australia, for
the mainland regions, the Δf 1 , Δf 2 , Δf 3 and Δf 4 are
specified as 0.3 Hz, 1 Hz, 2 Hz and 5 Hz, respectively [7].
Further, in the Australian network, the frequency threshold
used to start under-frequency load shedding is 49 Hz
(50Hz is the nominal system frequency).
Several frequency response models and control
scenarios have attempted to address such contingency
conditions using emergency control strategies during the
past years [8]-[11]. A centralized emergency control
approach is used in many of the proposed schemes.
Moreover, most published works on the power system
frequency regulation have considered separate modelling
(and even analysis techniques) for the normal/LFC
conditions and emergency conditions.
This paper’s key objective is to provide an effective
frequency control framework using a more complete
frequency response model suitable for wide range of
operating conditions. For this purpose a robust PI based
control methodology is proposed and a new analytic
approach is used to examine the frequency regulation
under normal, near-normal and emergency operating
conditions.

Here, to cover the variety of generation types in a control
area, different values for turbine-governor parameters and
the generator regulation parameters are considered. The
frequency performance of a control area is represented
approximately by a lumped load generation model using
an equivalent frequency, inertia and damping factors [12].
N

N

i =1

i=1

Δ f = Δ f sys = ∑ ( H i Δ f i ) / ∑ H i
N

H = H sys = ∑ H i

(1)

i=1

N

D = D sys = ∑ D i
i =1

Table 1. Frequency operating and control actions
Deviation
Condition
Control action
range
No contingency or Normal
Δf 1
load event
operating
Generation/load
Δf 2
LFC operating
or network event
Emergency
Δf 3
Separation event
operating
Multiple
Emergency
Δf 4
contingency event operating

2. Modified frequency response model
In this paper, a modified dynamical structure is
introduced for representing the control area frequency
response.
This structure represents the effect of
emergency control/protection schemes (as well as primary
and supplementary control loops). Fig. 1 shows the block
diagram of the modified control area model with n
generator units.
The shown blocks and parameters are defined as
follows: Δf is frequency deviation, ΔPm is governor
valve position, ΔPS is supplementary control action,
ΔPP is primary control action, ΔPtie is net tie-line
power flow, ΔPEC is emergency control/protection
action, ΔPL-local is local load deviation, ΔPUFLS is underfrequency load shedding effect, ΔPUFGT is under-frequency
generation trip effect, ΔPOFGT is over-frequency generation
trip effect, H is equivalent inertia constant, D is
equivalent damping coefficient,
T j is tie-line
synchronizing coefficient with area j, Tg is governor time
constant, Tt is turbine time constant, B is frequency
bias, v is area interface, Ri is drooping characteristic,
ACE is area control error, α i is participation factors,
M ( s ) is low-order governor-turbine model, and PI is
proportional-integral controller.
In comparison of conventional LFC model [2], [3], Fig.
1 shows a more detailed load-frequency response model.

Fig. 1. Modified frequency response model for emergency
conditions

If the amount of electrical load in a control area is
increased rapidly, due to changes in consumer load
demands, then the extra energy required is drawn from the
generating units’ rotors. These rotors therefore slow down,
thus reducing system frequency. For small load changes,
the corresponding generation changes can be slower. In
the market environment, the system’s responses to load
changes are provided as regulating ancillary services i.e.,
LFC or AGC.
Continuing with the example of increased customer
load demand, in response to large sudden load changes a
rapid increase in generation would be required to initially
arrest the decline in system frequency, and to then restore
the frequency to the nominal level. For a very large
changes in system frequency, such as might arise from a
multiple contingency events, the combined response of the
generating units’ and supplementary control ΔPS may
not be enough, and may not be reliable. Additional
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contingency ancillary services or emergency control plans
maybe required to avoid market failure and to stop further
frequency decline to the point where generating units are
beyond their reliable operating limits. For example, it
might be reasonable to require customers to make a
percent of their load available for such emergency
shedding by under-frequency relays. This emergency load
shedding would only be used if the frequency falls below
the frequency threshold.
The real-world LFC systems usually use proportional
integral (PI) controllers [13]. According to Fig. 1, in a
control area the ACE performs the input signal for the
supplementary control system. Therefore the output signal
of the mentioned system has the following form; where
K P and K I are the constant PI parameters.
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functions of ΔPj u (t − t j ) . Therefore, for L load shedding
steps we have
L

ΔPUFLS (t ) = ∑ ΔPj u (t − t j )

where ΔPj and t j denote the incremental amount of
load shed and time instant of the jth load shedding step,
respectively. Similarly, to formulate the ΔPOFGT and
ΔPUFGT , we can use appropriate step functions. Therefore
using the Laplace transformation, is it possible to
represent ΔPEC (s) in following summarized form
ΔPl −t s
e
l =0 s
N

K
ΔPS ( s ) = α i ( K P + I ) ACE ( s )
s
i

(2)

ΔPEC ( s ) = ∑

l

(5)

where ΔPl is the size of equivalent step load changes due to
generation/load event or a load shedding scheme at tl .

2.1 Emergency Control/Protection Block
The conventional LFC model gives the free response of
the LFC based system following a contingency. In the
case of contingency analysis, the emergency protection
and control dynamics must be adequately modelled in the
frequency response model. Since they directly influence
the area power generation/load balance, the mentioned
emergency dynamics should be added to the area control
system model via the emergency control/protection block
shown in Fig. 1.
In the case of a large generation loss disturbance, the
available power reserve may not be enough to restore the
system frequency and the power system operators may
follow an emergency control plan such as under-frequency
load shedding (UFLS). The UFLS strategy is designed so
as to rapidly balance the demand of electricity with the
supply and to avoid a rapidly cascading power system
failure. Allowing normal/LFC frequency variations within
expanded limits will require the coordination of primary
and supplementary controls with generator load set points,
for example under-frequency generation trip (UFGT),
over-frequency generation trip (OFGT) and other
frequency controlled protection devices. According above
explanation, we can describe the emergency
control/protection block as follows, which is realized in
Fig. 2.
ΔPEC ( s ) = ΔPUFLS ( s ) − ΔPUFGT ( s ) − ΔPOFGT ( s )

(4)

j =0

(3)

The emergency control schemes and protection devices
dynamics
are
usually
represented
using
incremented/decremented step behaviour. Thus in Fig. 2,
the related blocks can be modelled as a sum of
incremental (decremental) step functions. For a fixed
UFLS scheme [8], the function of ΔPUFLS in time domain
could be considered as a sum of incremental step

Fig. 2. Emergency control/protection block Remark:

Generally, frequency stability problems are associated
with inadequacies in equipment responses, poor
coordination of control and protection equipment, or
insufficient generation reserve. The frequency stability may
be a short-term phenomenon or a long-term phenomenon.
During frequency excursions, the characteristic times of the
processes and devices that are activated will range from
fraction of seconds, corresponding to the response of
devices such as UFLS and generator controls and
protections, to several minutes, corresponding to the
response of devices such as prime mover energy supply
systems and load voltage regulators [14].
Here it is assumed that the emergency control/protection
dynamics are not much slow, and are comparable with the
LFC cycle rates. Otherwise, the LFC dynamic response
should not be taken into account in emergency control
schemes and their analysis ( ΔPS = 0 ). In other words, the
introduced modified LFC model is suitable for the
emergency control dynamics in the range of a few seconds
to several minutes.

3. Robust Tuning of PI Controller
Optimal tuning of PI controller ensures a smooth
coordination between generator set-point signals and the
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scheduled operating points. Usually, the PI controllers in
real-world LFC systems are tuned online based on
classical and trial-and-error approaches. During the last
decade, several decentralized control methodologies have
been developed to design of PI based LFC system [13],
[15], [16]. Most published research works have neglected
problems associated with the communication network.
This was a valid assumption in the case of traditional
dedicated communication links however the use of an
open communication infrastructure to support the
ancillary services in deregulated environments raises
concerns about problems that may arise in the
communication system.
In this section, the PI control problem (for the
supplementary closed loop) is transferred to a static output
feedback (SOF) control design problem where we can
consider tuning of PI parameters in the presence of time
delays, using an optimal H∞ control formulation and a
multi constraint minimization problem. The problem
formulation is based on expressing the constraints as LMI
which can be easily solved using available semidefinite
programming methods [17].

3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider the open-loop state space model of a control
area in the following time-delayed system form:
x (t ) = Ax(t ) + Bu(t ) + Ad x(t − d ) + Bh u (t − h) + Fw(t )
z (t ) = C1 x(t )

[

u(t ) = KP ACE + KI ∫ ACE = [KP KI ] ACE

T

(8)

The overall control framework to formulate the timedelayed PI control problem via an H∞ based SOF (H∞SOF) control design is shown in Fig. 3. Here G ( s ) is the
nominal dynamic model of the given control area, u is
the control input and w includes the perturbed and
disturbance signals in the given control area. The output
channel z ∞ is associated with the H∞ performance while
the y is the augmented measured output vector (ACE and
its integral). Also, μ1 , μ2 and μ3 are constant weights
that must be chosen by designer to get the desired closedloop performance. The first two terms of z ∞ output are
used to minimize the effects of disturbances on area
frequency and area control error by introducing
appropriate fictitious controlled outputs. Furthermore,
fictitious output μ3 ΔPS sets a limit on the allowed
control signal used to penalize fast changes and large
overshoot in the governor load set-point with regards to
practical constraint on power generation by generator
units [18].
Using the block diagram of Fig. 1 and consistent with
the standard dynamic model for the prime mover and
governor in a control area [19], the state variables of
G ( s ) in (6) can be determined as follows:
x T = [ Δf

(6)

y (t ) = C2 x(t )

∫ ACE]

ΔPtie

∫ ACE

xm

xg ]

(9)

where

Here x ∈ ℜ n is the state vector, C2 ∈ ℜ n is the
constant matrix such that the pair ( A, C2 ) is detectable.
d and h represent the delay amounts in the state and the
input respectively. A ∈ ℜ n× n and B ∈ ℜ n× m represent
the nominal system without delay such that the pair
( A, B ) is stabilizable. Ad ∈ ℜ n× n , Bh ∈ ℜ n× m ,
F ∈ ℜ n× q are known matrices and ψ (t ) is a continuous
vector-valued initial function.
For purposes of this work, the communication delays
are considered on the control input and control output of
the supplementary control loop: the delays on the
measured frequency and power tie-line flow from remote
terminal units (RTUs) to PI controller which can be
considered on the ACE signal and the produced rise/lower
signal from controller to individual generation units.
Recalling Fig. 1, the PI control design problem can be
transferred to a static output feedback (SOF) control
problem by augmenting the measured output signal to
include the area control error (ACE) and its integral [13],
[15].
u (t ) = ky (t )

(7)

xm = [ΔPm1

ΔPm2 " ΔPmn ]

x g = ΔPg1

ΔPg2 " ΔPgn

[

]

(10)

and
y T = [ ACE

[

z T = μ1 Δf
∞

T
∫ ACE ] , u = ΔPS , w = [ΔPD v]
(11)
μ2 ∫ ACE μ3 ΔPS ]

3.2 Optimal H∞ based PI Controller
Using the described transformation from PI to SOF
control design, the time-delayed PI control problem is
reduced to the synthesis of a SOF controller for the timedelay system (6) of the form of (7). Here k is a static gain
vector to be determined.
A variety of SOF problems have been studied by many
researchers, and many analytical and numerical methods
for local/global solutions have been discussed [20],
however only few references have addressed this design
problem for time delayed systems.
In this paper, in order to obtain an optimal LMI-based
H∞ solution for the problem at hand, the following
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theorem is used. This theorem adapts H∞ theory with
time-delayed systems (using LMI description) and
establishes the conditions under which the SOF control
law (7) stabilizes (6) and guarantees the H∞ norm bound
γ of the closed-loop transfer function Tz w , namely
Tz w

∞

ΔPCi ( s ) = ΔPSi ( s ) − ΔPPi ( s )

(16)

Δf ( s )
Ri

(17)

ΔPP ( s ) =
i

<γ ; γ >0 .
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KI
)(ΔPtie ( s ) + βΔf ( s )]
s

ΔPS ( s ) = α i ( K P +
i

(18)

Practically, the integral coefficient K I is enough small and
can be ignored in the computation. The expressions (2),
(3), (15), (16), (17) and (8) can be substituted into (13)
with the result
n
1
([ K P ∑ α i M i ( s ) − 1]ΔPtie ( s )
i =1
2 Hs + D
n
1
(19)
− [∑ M i ( s )( − α i βK P ]Δf ( s ) +
i =1
Ri

Δf ( s ) =

Fig. 3. H∞-SOF control framework

N

∑

Theorem: The SOF controller k asymptotically
stabilizes the system (6) and Tz w ∞ < γ for d , h ≥ 0
if

there

exist

matrices

0 < Y T = Y ∈ ℜ n× n

,

0 < Qt T = Qt ∈ ℜ n× n and 0 < Qs T = Qs ∈ ℜ n× n satisfying
the matrix inequality (12).
−1

[AY +YA + Qt + Qs ] +[BkC2 (BkC2 ) +Y Y] +[AdYQt ( AdY) ]
T

T

−1

T

T

l =0

ΔPl −tl s
e − ΔPL-local ( s ) − ΔPd )
s

For the sake of load disturbances analysis we are usually
interested to model load disturbance and local demand
changes in the form of a step function, i.e.,
ΔPd
s

ΔPL-local ( s ) − ΔPd =

(12)

+[BhkC2YQs (BhkC2Y)T ] +YC1 C1Y + γ -2FFT < 0
T

(20)

Substituting (20) in (19) and summarizing the result
yields

Proof is given in [21]. The LMI problem (12) is convex
and can be solved efficiently using the LMI Control
Toolbox [22]. The present robust tuning methodology is
much simpler than the addressed robust PI/PID tuning
techniques in [23], [24].

Δf ( s ) =

N
g 2 ( s)
1
ΔPtie ( s ) +
(∑ ΔPl e −t s − ΔPd ) (21)
g1 ( s)
sg 1 ( s ) l =0
l

where
n

g 1 ( s ) = 2 Hs + D + ∑ M i ( s )(

4. Frequency Response: An Analytic Approach

i =1

4.1 Frequency Response

1
− α iβ K P )
Ri

(22)

and

Using the modified model, the system frequency can be
obtained as follows.

n

g 2 ( s) = K P ∑ α i M i ( s) − 1

(23)

i =1

1
[ΔPm ( s ) +
2 Hs + D
ΔPEC ( s) − ΔPtie ( s ) − ΔPL-local ( s ) − ΔPd ]
Δf ( s ) =

(13)

where
n

ΔPm ( s ) = ∑ ΔPmi ( s )

(14)

ΔPmi ( s ) = M i ( s )ΔPCi ( s )

(15)

i =0

Here

M i (s) =

1
1
.
(1 + Tgi s ) (1 + Tti s )

(24)

Substituting M i (s ) from (24) in (22) and (23), and
using the final value theorem, the frequency deviation in
steady state ( Δf ss ) can be obtained from (19).
Δf ss = Lim s.Δf ( s) = 0 +
s →0

By

definition

[1],

N
1
(∑ ΔPl − ΔPd )
n
1
D + ∑ −βK P ∑ α i l =0
i =1
i =1 Ri

(25)

n

system’s

frequency

response
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characteristic ( β ) is equivalent to

β =D+

ΔPD = −

1
Rsys

(26)

and considering
n

αi = 1
∑
i 1
=

;

0 ≤ αi ≤ 1

n

1
1
=
∑
Rsys
i =1 Ri

the equation (25) can be rewritten into the following
form
Δf ss = −

ΔPD
1
(D +
)(1 − K P )
Rsys

(29)

ΔPS = −ΔPD =

N

Δf ( s ) =

(30)

(1 − K P )
Δf ss
Rsys

(34)

For the sake of dynamic frequency analysis in the
presence of sudden load changes, it is usual to model the
multi machine dynamic behaviour by an equivalent single
machine [9]. Using the concept of an equivalent single
machine, we can simplify the control area block diagram
(Fig. 1) as shown in Fig. 4. Here, ΔPD covers the effect
of local load disturbance, local demand and tie-line power
changes, and, network and generation events.
According to Fig. 4, we can write

where
ΔPD = ΔPd − ∑ ΔPl

(33)

To compensate the power imbalance ΔPD , the total
necessary secondary regulation should be

(27)

(28)

(1 − K P )
Δf ss
Rsys

-1
ΔPD ( s )
2 Hs + D

(35)

or

l =0

Since the value of droop characteristic Ri is generally
bounded between about 0.05 and 0.1 for most generator
units ( 0.05 ≤ Ri ≤ 0.1 ) [9], for a given control system
according to (28) we can write

R sys ≤ R i, min

(31)

and for a small enough DRsys , (29) can be reduced to
Δf ss = −

Rsys ΔPD
( DRsys + 1)(1 − K P )

≅−

Rsys ΔPD
(1 − K P )

ΔPD (t ) = −2 H

4.2 Total Load Change Estimation
As previously mentioned, frequency changes can
induce a corresponding change in demand load. This
effect is called load relief and should be taken into
account when calculating the amount of required ancillary
service [25]. The change in demand is always in a
direction that tends to alleviate the frequency deviation.
i.e., for a reduction in frequency, the load relief is negative
(decrease in demand), which tends to alleviate the falling
frequency. In the mainland part of the Australian power
network, for every 1% change in frequency (0.5 Hz) it is
assumed there will be a corresponding 1.5% change in
demand [25].
From (32), the magnitude of ΔPD can be estimated as
follows.

(36)

Comparing the magnitude of total load change in (33)
and (36), the area average frequency during a sampling
period TS , can be estimated as following difference
equation:
Δf (TS ) =

(32)

dΔf (t )
− DΔf (t )
dt

2 HRsys
TS (1 + K P )

[Δf (t1 ) − Δf (t0 )] +

DRsys
(1 + K P )

Δf (t1 ) (37)

where the t0 and t1 are boundary samples within the
assumed interval. The result can be used in (33) to
calculate the size of ΔPD .
ΔPD = −

2H
[Δf (t1 ) − Δf (t0 )] − DΔf (t1 )
TS

(38)

For a control area with a small enough damping factor,
(38) can be approximated as follows.
ΔPD ≈ −

2H
[Δf (t1 ) − Δf (t0 )]
TS

(39)

Thus, the frequency gradient in a control area is
proportional to the magnitude of overall disturbance in
that area. This result agrees with the obtained results in
other published works [26]. The factor of proportionality
is the system inertia H. Actually the inertia constant is
loosely defined by the mass of all the synchronous

H. Bevrani, G. Ledwich, J. J. Ford and Z. Y. Dong
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rotating generators and motors connected to the system.
For a specific load decrease, if H is high, then the
frequency will fall slowly and if H is low, then the
frequency will fall faster.

Fig. 4. Simplified control area model

5. Application to 3-Control Area Power System
Fig. 5. 3-Control area power system
5.1 Configuration of Study System
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control
strategy and developed analytic approach, a nonlinear
simulation has been performed. A power system with three
control areas, shown in Fig. 5, is used. Each control area
has some generator units and, at the same time, is
connected to other areas. The power system parameters
are considered the same as given in [27]. It is assumed
that each control area is responsible to maintain its
frequency close to a specified nominal value.

5.2 PI Parameters

Based on the given theorem in Section 3, since the
design basis of the SOF controller (7) is to simultaneously
stabilize (6) and guarantee the H∞-norm bound γ of the
closed-loop transfer function Tz w , namely,
Tz w

∞

<γ ;

γ >0

(41)

the designed PI controllers ensure that the closed-loop
system properly satisfies this robustness condition.

5.3 Simulation Results

To adapt (6) with the structure of time-delayed power
system [28], the Ad and Bh can be computed by
transferring the delays on ACE signal ( τ d ) and
ΔPS signal ( τ h ) through their components ( Δf , ΔPtie

and u). The coefficients μ1 ,

μ2

and

μ3

set the

frequency control performance goals (tracking the load
variation, disturbance attenuation and putting physical
limits on control action signal). For the study system at
hand, the total time delays of communication channels is
assumed to be similar to the LFC cycle rate of the power
system and suitable values for the weights μ1 , μ2 and
μ3 are chosen as 0.5, 1 and 5, respectively. According to

the synthesis methodology described in Sections 3, the
parameters of PI controllers for the three control area are
obtained as follows.

K P1 = −0.3061 ,

K I1 = −0.0243

K P2 = −0.1059 ,

K I2 = −0.0150

K P3 = −0.4160 ,

K I3 = −0.0103

(40)

It is assumed that the maximum reserved LFC power
ΔPRmax in each area available to track power imbalance is
fixed at 100 MW. For the first scenario, the system
frequency response is tested following a step loss of
generation 0.1 pu in area-1, with simultaneous increase of
0.02 pu load steps in area-2 and area-3. The frequency
deviation, the corresponded frequency gradient, and the
output of PI controllers for three control areas are shown
in Fig. 6. The higher frequency rate changes occur in area1. Recalling (39), since the disturbance magnitude in area1 was higher than the other areas, this behaviour is easily
understandable. The rate of frequency change is
proportional to the power imbalance, and it also depends
on the area system inertia. From Fig. 6, it can be
concluded that the disturbance location affects the
frequency behaviour of power systems and consequently
the design and selection of a suitable emergency control
plan.
In steady state, the frequency deviation ( Δf ss ) reaches
the value given by (29). Since the frequency deviations
remained within near-normal frequency operating bound
( Δf 1 and Δf 2 ) and the available power reserve (100
MW) is sufficient to match the power demand, the system
recovered within 15 seconds. Fig. 7 shows the total
mechanical power change in each control area for the
mentioned test scenario. The obtained results show that
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the designed PI controllers can ensure good performance
despite load disturbances, and properly act to maintain
area frequency and total exchange power close to the
scheduled values (by sending corrective smooth signals to
the generators in proportion to their participation in the
frequency regulation task).
After the primary (governor) response, the
supplementary control responds by using the available
instantaneous reserve to raise the frequency back to the
nominal level. However, following disturbances of large
magnitude, or when there is not enough reserved power,
the frequency (in steady state) may not return to a normal
operating condition.

maintain the frequency at the nominal value and the
steady state frequency may pass the threshold
frequency f t . The Δf ss in each control area, can be
analytically calculated using (32).
We can use (33) to assess whether the frequency passes
the frequency threshold and whether emergency control
action may be necessary. According to (33), the maximum
amount of available area power reserve ΔPRmax can
compensate the following steady state area frequency
deviation.

Δ f (Hz )

Δf max =

Rsys
(1 − K P )

ΔPRmax

(42)

Initial rate of frequency change

0
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Therefore, the load shedding frequency threshold,
which can be determined as follows.

(a)
d Δ f/dt (Hz /s )
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Fig. 6. System response for scenario 1; a) frequency
deviation, b) frequency gradient and c) PI
control signal. Area-1 (solid), area-2 (dotted)
and area-3 (dashed-line)
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Fig. 7. Mechanical power change for scenario 1; a)
area-1, b) area-2, and c) area-3.

Consider the system frequency response following a
more sever condition: simultaneous applying 0.3 pu,
0.05 pu and 0.05 pu load disturbance in area-1, area-2
and area-3, respectively. In the present test case
(scenario 2), the total area load demand is much higher
than the ΔPRmax in control areas. As shown in Fig. 8,
the primary and supplementary controls are not able to

In a realistic multi-area power system, there must be
sufficient reserve from the energy market to ensure that no
more than a small percent of annual customer demand is
at risk of not being supplied (in Australian power network
the limit is considered to be 0.002 per cent risk of no
supply). The reserve margins for each region of the
market must be calculated appropriately.
For example in Australian network, NEMMCO
determined the following reserve margins, which applied
from late in June 2004: Queensland 610 MW; New South
Wales -290 MW; and 530 MW of reserve shared across
the combined regions of Victoria and South Australia,
provided that 265 MW of this amount is available within
South Australia [29].
Continuing with the simulation example, assume that
the frequency has passed the load shedding frequency
threshold f t and thus UFLS emergency control actions
are needed to recover the system frequency. In this case,
the system is in an emergency condition and we need to
follow a suitable load disconnection (load shedding)
procedure to recover the system frequency. Considering
the overall area load disturbance magnitude (33), a three
staged load shedding plan is investigated and started at 20
s (Fig. 9). The loads 0.1 pu, 0.05 pu and 0.05 pu are
disconnected in control area-1 at 20 s, 35 s and 45 s,
respectively.
ΔPUFLS (t ) = 0.1u(t − 20) + 0.05u(t − 35) + 0.05u(t − 45) (44)

The frequency deviation and its derivative during the
emergency operating conditions are shown in Fig. 9.
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6. Conclusion
This paper introduced a modified frequency response
model suitable for synthesis and analysis of power system
frequency control problem in near-normal and
contingency conditions. The effects of emergency
control/protection dynamics are properly considered. The
PI based frequency control problem is formulated as a
robust H∞-SOF optimization control problem. An analytic
approach is introduced to analyze the area frequency
response following load disturbances. Finally, the
analytical results are examined using nonlinear simulation
of a three control area power system.
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